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Overview
“Pasha Yatırım Bankası A.Ş. Maygold Varlık Finansmanı Fonu” (hereinafter referred as Asset
Finance Fund, the Fund or SPV) was established for an infinite term by Pasha Yatırım Bankası A.Ş.
(Pasha Bank) to issue asset-backed securities.
Approved asset amount of the Fund is up to TRY30mn and its originator is Maygold Otomotiv A.Ş,
realizing asset-backed securities based on car sales promissory notes receivables in instalments, guaranteed
by surety insurance. The Maygold Group Companies mainly operates in the automotive and fuel sectors,
followed by insurance, jewellery and foreign exchange within active five companies with a total of 110
employees. Maygold Otomotiv AŞ; offering second-hand term automotive sales (Otovadeli), automotive
sales in cash, long-term rental service to predominantly public institutions (Maygold Filo) and daily car
rental service (Mayrent) to individual customers. Otovadeli.com is a platform where approximately 8,000
second-hand vehicles are currently displayed and customers who want to purchase a term vehicle can apply.
The vehicles exhibited on the platform consist of approximately 800 vehicles within the body of Maygold
Automotive AŞ with the cooperation of gallery / dealer.
Planned to be issued in 24 separate maturity tranches by a pay-through mechanism and without any
seniority there among, ABSs (asset-backed securities) will be sold on the nominal values to local qualified
investors or investors domiciled abroad by invitation without any public offering. The essential elements to
inspire investor confidence are the similar financial profile of obligors of assets in the receivable pool, low
portfolio risk and expected losses of these assets, expected-to-increase liquidity facility to be attained
through high ending cash balances of loan repayments by obligors to cover disbursements to ABS
investors, and hence increased capacity to repay obligations arising from this ABS issue.
JCR Eurasia maintains its opinion that space created for “Pasha Yatırım Bankası A.Ş. Maygold Varlık
Finansmanı Fonu” and its technical equipment, as well as the internal control system procedures, the
constitution of a system for the safeguarding of accounting, records, and documentation and the possession
of a statistical data base will function efficiently - also regarding the prior similar issues.

Strengths
Constraints
x Numerous strict asset eligibility requirements x Excess spread level pressurized by
strengthening appropriateness level of assets in the exposure of the structure to interest rate
receivable pool,
mismatch in terms of fixed vs. floating rates
x Fully protection against the risk of damage, theft and loss to a certain extent,
with 100% car pledge & insurance,
x Detailed risk assessments of the originator
x 50% surety insurance of each redemption by an and transaction administrator outside the
scope of analyses,
insurance company,
x 100% transferred promissory notes bearing joint and x Growing uncertainties followed by Covidseveral guaranty by Maygold entity and its majority 19 pandemic to exert temporary adversities
on debt servicing capacity.
shareholder
x Regulatory requirement of 5% risk retention mechanism
and 10.0% collateral of total pool serving as additional
supports component for the ABS investors.
x Current local regulations in Turkey affording for asset
isolation and remoteness of bankruptcy,
x An immune and liquid portfolio structure guaranteed by
matching terms and few conditionalities for receivables,
x Homogeneous and multitudinous profile of obligors in
the receivable pool lowering concentration risk to
minimum,
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